


If the first issue of Press PLAY Again was essentially a bet 

by the editorial staff of RetroMagazine World, this second 

one might easily be considered a confirmation. 

 

It was a bet because we were not sure if the world of 

retrogaming was ready for the return of newsstand magazine 

cover tapes... Well, judging by the number of downloads, the 

answer is definitely positive. In less than a month the 

Italian and the English versions have registered more than 

2800 downloads. Not bad at all for this new editorial 

experiment! 

 

In this second issue we’d like to confirm the good things 

done and possibly go a little further. How? By increasing 

the variety of our offer. Still 5 games, but this time 

they’re for 5 different platforms, one of which (the ATOM by 

the English Acorn) practically unknown by the big public in 

all Europe. Hurray for digital diversity! We really hope to 

push more users to discover the old microcomputers born in 

the 80s, try different configurations and play games with 

these charming systems.   

 

But... we can't do everything by ourselves. Your 

contribution is essential to secure a bright future to this 

publication and to ensure your works are shared and 

appreciated as they deserve! 

 

If you have created games and would like to see them 

published in this booklet, do not hesitate and contact us at 

our email address:retromagazine.redazione@gmail.com 

Hurray for digital diversity! 
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Text and pictures: 
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TETRIS: TETRAMINO (4 blocks in each piece) + TENNIS (Alexei 

Pajitnov’s favourite sport. Alexei is the creator of the original 

game).  

MPSoft: "Marco Pistorio's Software" has been delighting all C64 

users with his demos and games for years.  

PPA2: Press Play Again n. 2, to publish one of the best titles of 

"our" Marco. 

A huge thanks to each one of these ingredients, as they fitted 

perfectly, like the pieces of Tetris, in an important issue of PPA, 

to contribute to the endless fun of the retrogamers. Beyond the 

puns, don't miss this wonderful version of Tetris in "Russian" 

TETRIS (Commodore 64) 

Emulator(s): VICE, CCS64 

Autori: Marco Pistorio 

 
Broken Link? Report it! 

http://retromagazine.net/download/tetris.d64
https://vice-emu.sourceforge.io/
http://www.ccs64.com/
https://m.facebook.com/RetroMagazine-World-2005584959715273/


The world is in chaos! Dark forces are trying to invade the 

planet and wipe out life on earth.  

Who you gonna call? 

The Ghostbusters?  

No! Guybrush Threepwood, the fearsome Pirate LeChuck, The 

Three-Headed Monkey and Bobbin Threadbare all set out on the 

arduous task of saving the world!  

And who will you choose? Click the fire button on your 

joystick and join the adventure. And don't forget to bring 

your lightsaber with you!!!  

LOOM and The Secret of Monkey Island (PC) 

Sistema richiesto: Windows 7/8/10 32/64-bit 

Author(s): Daniele Spadoni 

Official Website 
Broken Link? Report it! 

https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://drive.google.com/file/d/19-WbqFLyULmVgarXsesl9PwyfkdHbYLx/view
https://danielespadoni82.blogspot.com/2020/12/the-fan-game-loom-and-secret-of-monkey.html
https://m.facebook.com/RetroMagazine-World-2005584959715273/


Long ago, in a far, far away world, there lived a sexy 

princess named Zelda. 

She ruled over the kingdom of Hyrule with wisdom and elegance. 

But one fine day the gods decided to punish her and she was 

banished to the other side of the ocean. Alone, a prisoner and 

above all without any spare panties! You are Link, a spy from 

the FISTENDO agency, in charge of finding the 4 panties that 

the princess left lying around and returning them to her. 

Configuration: Amstrad 6128 Plus 

Now go, the journey is long and difficult. 

La culotte de Zelda (Amstrad CPC) 

Emulator(s): WinAPE 

Author(s): Zisquier 

Official Website 
Broken Link? Report it! 

https://amstrad.eu/wp-content/uploads/ftp_cpcscene/Logiciels/Jeux/software/L/La_Culotte_de_Zelda_v3.1_FR_31-12-2020_cpr.zip
http://www.winape.net/
https://amstrad.eu/la-culotte-de-zelda/
https://m.facebook.com/RetroMagazine-World-2005584959715273/


Every holy morning Hen House Harry wakes up with a nasty 

tachycardia: on his daily schedule are 12 eggs to collect. 

Some of the eggs will be suspended in the air! There will be 

elevators and ladders to climb up and down! And there will be 

angry ducks that won't make his life easy!  

Harry will also have to make sure the huge mama duck doesn't 

escape from her cage! And he'll have to get the job done in a 

limited amount of time! The day is over, Harry is alive and 

can put down his hat. But it's only a small quiet before the 

next storm! 

ATOMIC CHUCKIE EGG (Atom) 

Emulator(s): ATOMULATOR 

Author(s): Kees van Oss 

Official Website 
Broken Link? Report it! 

http://www.retrosoftware.co.uk/wiki/images/c/cc/Atom_Chuckie_Egg.zip
http://atomulator.acornatom.co.uk/
http://www.retrosoftware.co.uk/wiki/index.php/Atomic_Chuckie_Egg
https://m.facebook.com/RetroMagazine-World-2005584959715273/


The alien was feasting on a freshly killed creeping creature. 

The dark bowels he had invaded were as usual - sinister, deep, 

identical to the day before, when he had killed two others. 

From the ceiling could be heard the comforting sound of 

dripping acid. Suddenly a noise ripped through the silence and 

his body exploded in a painful mutation.  

The alien's new evolution would soon bring certain death to 

its juicy victims.  

METAMORPHOSIS (ZX Spectrum) 

Emulator(s): Speccy 

Author(s): Leonardo Vettori, Kees van Oss 

Official Website 
Broken Link? Report it! 

https://itnl-team.itch.io/metamorphosis
http://fms.komkon.org/Speccy/
https://www.facebook.com/Metamorphosis-The-8-bit-videogame-109678927476285
https://m.facebook.com/RetroMagazine-World-2005584959715273/



